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Gaudiani plans study leave
Trustees approve Niering as acting president
bye.,.1 Le....
News Editor
issues articulated in the UFO
by Rebeeea Flynn
Editor In Chief
What had been hushed murmurs
have become, for some faculty
, ' ,
members. real issues of concern
regarding college policies and
trends towards attitudes on junior
faculty issues, Investigation has re-
vealed a split in faculty views on
these issues.
Some of these concerns have
been discussed by junior faculty in
meetings of an organization created
this year, called the Umenured Fac-
ulty Organization.
This organization is, according
to Michael James, associate profes-
sor of education, "a forum where
we could discuss issues that were
important to us." Said James,
"Then if we had an issue that we felt
strongly about then it would be a
single voice."
"It's all very secretive, as jf we
had to be afraid," said Joan
Chrisler, assistant professor of
psychology, who also stated, "I
don't know quite where all the para-
noia comes from."
James, on the other hand, spoke
of dining services providing food
for UFO meetings and of adminis-
trative support of UFO in general.
JeffLesser, assistant professor of
history, called UFO "a very loose
group" and termed the organization
as being informal.
Said Patrick Ireland, assistant
professor of government, "It was
hard to fmd a junior faculty per-
spective ... there isn't a collective
one."
At a recent meeting the possibil-
Ity of dissolving UFO was dis-
cussed. but. accordingtoJames. the
group is most likely to "form and
reform" as issues appear and are
solved.
Trends in attitude include a per-
ception that the college is focusing
more emphasis on scholarship than
on teaching when making ad-
vancement and salary decisions.
According to the Information
for Faculty, "Connecticut College
iscommitted to excellence in teach-
ing and in scbolarship, activity in
the arts, or physical education." To
be considered for promotion, the
IFF outlines three areas in which a
candidate must excell. They are:
teaching, scholarship and compa-
rable activity in the arts or physical
education, and service to the col-










There have been riots, fires, and
looting in Los Angeles since
Wednesday night, aU in reaction to
the brutal beating of Rodney King
by four LAPD officers and the ver-
dict of the trial of those officers.
In Atlanta police cars have been
overturned and in San Francisco the
number of arrests soared 10 900.
The death toll is up to 38 and over
1,000 fires have been set in L.A.
since the Rodney King verdict was
first announced.
Here at Connecticut College pro-
tests of the verdict began Thursday
night, with a meeting in Unity
House held so students could raise
issues and voice their opinions
about the not guilty verdict,
King, ablack man pulled over for
speeding, was beaten 53 times in 81
seconds by the four policemen. A
passer-by videotaped the beating
and the tape was used as evidence.
The outeomeofthetrial has caused
massive violence and destructioo in
L.A., wbere the incident occured,
Index:
He will command respect and After that date, she will live in New
confidence by aU constituencies, York City, returning to campus for
He has administered a fine depart- the trustee meeting, alumni week-
The Board of Trustees has ap- ment as chair d directed th Aran e . end, and parents weekend
proved a four month study leavefor boretum d h tr I d d, an as ave e an She said, "We have a demanding
Claire Gaudiani, president of the spoke to aI .n umrn groups across the set of years ahead of us in con-
college, effective first semester of countrv Th f I h
-J' e acu ty as consis- tinuing to strengthen both educa-
next year. tently voted him onto the Advisory tion and the fmaneial base of the
William Niering, Katharine Committee."
BluntProfessorofBotanyandchair college. It will be good for me to
Gaudiani's leave will begin on step back, think, read and prepare
of the botany department, has been August 15, and she will return on for the work ahead"
appointed by the Board to serve as Dece be 15 D . h Im r . urmg er eave,she Jean Handley, chair of the Board
acting president during Gaudiani's expects I Io comp ete two books on of Trustees, said, "II is essential for
absence.AccordingtoGaudiani,he French lite t d be 'I ra ure, an gm pre- college presidents to step away Cl
has accepted the appointment, "Bill Iimi < drai <unmary run ismg ror the up- from work to deepen their knowl- .l!~
will carry full authority," she said. cornin g d I drieve opment ve. edge and refresh themselves, just as 0
Speaking of Niering's role, "I will refine and revise both of it is for faculty members, and a §
Gaudiani said, "Bill is a highly the course I tea h d . th -s c urmg at pe- leave is especially important for ~
trusted, beloved, universal.ly-ad- rind," she added. someone as hard-charging as ~
mired and selflessly dedicated She will remain in the New Claire W h ~
be f the colleee commnni . e expect er to come back 0:mem ro e college commumty. London area until mid-September See Tr 0
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and protests all over the country.
Here at Connecticut College, stu-
dents decided something needed 10
be done 10demonstrate they do not
agree with the court's decision.
Some students decided to hold a
peaceful protest in order to wake
people up to the issue.
At six o'clock Friday morning
approximately 200 students, in-
cluding those involved in the Mi-
nority Student Steering Committee
and the new ly formed Social Re-
sponsibility Committee, gathered
atUnity House to demonstrate their
outrage at thedecision in a peaceful
manner. This was the first event of
many where students were able 10
make a stand on their opinion of the
King trial.
Originally, the march was only
going to be on campus and was
expected to be small. But as the
nurnbers swelled, so did the enthu-
siasm of the demonstraters. Stu-
dents and faculty walked through
each dorm banging pots and pans,
chanting "No peace, no justice.
Rodney King is racism" or "Wake
See Flames p, 8
A & E p.12
senior Art Majors Exhibit
on display In Cummings.
Sports pp. 14-16
Rowlng does well at New
Englands
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Say it ain't so
I spent the first nineteen years of my life being told
by various governments what I could and could not
read, what type of art I had the right to look at. and what
kind of films I could watch. I left Argentina in 1965
convinced that Iwas moving to a better world; one that
did not have a big brother or big sister constantly
watching over my shoulders. I was wrong.
Shortly after Iarrived in the United States, I learned
that censorship in this country, although not as rampant
as in Argentina, was very much alive. Aftera few years,
I decided to distance myself from those who feared
books, films, and other forms of artistic expression by
entering the academic world. For a while my percep-
tion of the academic world was not challenged.
Throughout the 1970s, my professors demanded that I
never shy away from controversial books and that I
read everything from Marx's and Engel's The Com-
munist Manifesto to Hitler's Mein Kampf; from
Hobbes' Leviathan to Nietzehe's Beyond Good and
Evil, and so on. What impressed me during these
formative years was that my teachers trusted us and
believed that it was imperative that we, the students, be
exposed to a wide range of ideas so that we could
formulate our own opinions. This trust helped us ap-
preciate the beauty of spending long hours thinking
about and debating ideas. Some of the ideas we con-
sidered were offensive to a great number of people. But
never during my eleven years as an undergraduate and
graduate student did 1 find a professor or student who
believed that we should not read something, because it
waseither COO innammatory or because we lacked the
intellectual foundation to fuUy understand its content
Everybody understood that it was preferable to risk
being e~posed to ideas that on occasions would injure
our sensibilities, than to reduce such risk to the point at
which the only ideas that could be expressed were those
postulated by a higher authority.
My dream world ~as slightly bruised during my
second year as an assistant professor at a large private
umversrty. As a teacher of U.S. foreign policy, I be-
lieved that It was imperative that my students under-
stood .that foreign policies of the United States could be
explained from a variety of perspectives, and that one
or their responsibilities was to decide which approach
best explained them. Hence, I asked my students to
read Marxist interpretations of U.S. foreign policy,
along WIth the more orthodox approaches. My deci-
sion was not welcomed by one of my senior colleagues.
He.wrote a letter to the provost stating that my decision
to Include Marxist mterpretations was inapp .
and th hi ropnate,. at ISstudents should not be exposed to that type
of biased Interpretation. Needless to say, there was not
much the provost could do against me, except to let me
know through my chairman that such a complaint had
been rendered. I laughed at the incident. and thought of
It as an aberration. Now I am not so sure it was.
I amved at Connecticut College in 1991, convinCed
tha~ because illS a liberal arts institution, I would be
surrounded by colleagues who would welcome com-
pelJng perspecti ves and interpretations, and would not
beafraid to exchange ideas openly .Until recently, I had
no reason to doubt that such an environment existed at
Connecocut College. But a few weeks ago my assump-
bon was challenged by the news that several individu-
als were demandIng that Camille Paglia's Sexual
Perso1UJebe removed from our Summer Readin r t
I have not finished Paglia's book, but I have
g
~
enough to foon an opinion. I disagree with those who
contend that the book is way over the heads of t
fr h that
.. moo
es men, .t IS badly written, and that it is not
properly.reasoned. I found Paglia's study logical and
challengIng, and belIeve.that so long as students are
able to understand the basIC assumptions thatguide h
anal . th . erySIS, ey WIll have little difficulty grasping ber
overall argumenl
. But beyond this, there is a much more important
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cation to demand that it be removed from our Summer
Reading list? There is no question that the author
challenges some feminists and feminist theory, and
that she takes great pleasure in ridiculing both the
theorists and the theories. Her argument, however, is
not an attack on women; it is an attack on the way
some contemporary women view women. Moreover,
she makes it very clear that she believes that women
should battle to gain the same rights men have.
I, for one, found her critique refreshing. For quite
some time I have argued that some feminist theories
are flawed (there are more than one), and believe that
many of the ideas and policies advocated by some
feminists would not lead to the creation of a less
oppressive social environmenl Does my disagree-
ment with some feminists make me anti-women?
Does this mean that Ibelieve women should not have
all the rights enjoyed presently by the white male
population? It would be callous and inhuman for a
person like me, raised by a single, working mother in
Argentina, one of machismo's strongest bastions, to
fail to understand what women have endured histori-
cally and to want for his two daughters to live under
the same conditions his mother lived.
Ultimately, however, the issue is not what I think
about the book. The issue is whether Connecticut
College wants to become an institution where its
students, faculty, and staff can exchange ideas openly ,
or one where certain viewpoints will not be consid-
ered, because some particular group might find them
offensive. Iwould like to believe that the decision to
remove Paglia's Sexual Personae from the Summer
Reading list, no matter how wrong Ithink it was was
nothing more than an attempt to ensure that freshmen
would not waste their time reading a bad book, which
also happens to be too long and too difficult. My
problem IS thati have heard modified versions of such
an excuse from people who sought to impose their
own intellectual agenda on others. I am also reminded
of the reasoning used by the Hitlers, Stalins
Mussolinis, and Perons of the world to silence the
voices of those whom they abhorred.
I am not proposing that we should have the freedom
to advocate policies that try to rob others of their
freedoms, or to denigrate them as individuals or as a
group. As members of a community, we have the
moral responsibility to respect one another. But this
does not mean that we should be prohibited from
discussing views that are offensive to certain groups.
Such vrews ought to be discussed openly so that we
can learn why some people find them unacceptable.
Furthermore,let us not forget that although some of us
~ay be committed at creating a "better" world, our
VISIons of that "better" world or how it should be
realized, do not always concur.
Finally, it is innportant that we do not forget history.
~odaY, acr?Ss .many colleges ~ uni;ersities, a great
~~ of mdivlduais belIevelt IS therr right to create
polItIcally correct communities. But many seem to
have forgotten that the only reason they can aspire to
do so IS because some of their ancestors had the
Intellectual integiny and courage to demand the right
to express ideas that challenged those retlected by the
SI3lus~~,and to recognize that the environment they
were hopmg to create would also facilitate the propa-
gatIon of VIews that they themselves might fInd of-
fenSIve. Moreover th ., ey seem unaware that if they
:ate a system that censors ideas that are politically
. orrect, they WIll be denying their children the
Instruments they would been at some future day in
order to fight th h .ooe w 0 mtght want to oppress them
Censorship . d bl .IS a ou e edged sword. Today you










Liberal ideas gone wrong
Did you ever wonder if it could happen
here? Well, according to the April 28 edition
of the Voice ("Summer reading selection al-
tered," p. 1) it already has: the hook-banners
have prevailed, right here at Connecticut
College. Our first public notice of the
"public" discussion of Camille Paglia's
Sexual PersolUle was its obituary. Your
guardians have decided that Connecticut
College students must be protected from
dangerous ideas.
How embarrassing to hear members of our
own faculty tying the language in knots to
assure us that what looks like censorship
really isn't. (Historical note: the advocates
of censorship always deny that what they are
doing is censorship.) I'llbet some of the very
same professors talk piously about our mis-
sion to teach Connecticut College students to
think critically. Well, students, here's your
chance!
How discowaging to read the tired old
excuses that are always given for not trusting
people to use their own intelligence and
judgment the subject matter is "offensive;"
students might read it "out of context"-and
besides, it's too long and difficult anyway!
"It's way over the heads of most freshmen,"
the Voice quotes one department chair as
saying. (Translation: freshmen can't be
trusted to come to the right conclusion.)
Freshmen: are you going to take that lying
down?
How reassuring to have a Women's Stud-
ies Committee to tell us which women au-
thors not to read. An administrator is quOled
as commenting, "A good compromise has
been reached." Does anyone else remember
learning that liberal values include a refusal
to compromise on issues of free speech? (In
this case the "compromise" is that the Dan-
gerous Book is to be accompanied by a copy
of the Party Line, just so nobody gets the
wrong idea.)
Perhaps, after all, there are grounds for
hope. History is full of examples in which
attempts to ban heretical books have had just
the opposite effect people flock to read
them! In this spirit, I would like to propose
that we mount an unofficial, antiestablish-
ment, unauthorized, Connecticut College
Guerrilla Summer Reading Program-and
hold our own public discussioos of Sexual
PersolUle during Parents' Weekend. That
way, parents will see that there are still some
professors and students at Connecticut Col-
lege who believe in liberal education.
a ke a stand on book controversy
the people responsible for removin Cam' . ,
.adinglist weremainJyobjectin toi~tur . ilJePaglia s Sexuai Personae from the Summer
.iave hit upon the . ibl g gJdity,tendenuousness,and length they would not P k dnsi eremed ofsu I ..-
book by Susan Faludi. So let ~ disrnfss =uog ItWIthanother lur~d, tendentious,I~ngthy r0 V0 e too utra9e
avert our eyes from their patro . . rationale, and while we re at it jet us dehcately
ro r" " . R1zmg concern that student might read the book without the
~:: ~ntex~y which they mean without being told what to think of it by theirprofessors
else thrOug~m~ m~o :e, at a college that has sent meBlats, rubbers, and God knows wh~
sensibilities. ' es senously their expressed worries that the book will offend some
That leaves the major objection hi h i thabalance. It certainl d S ' W IC ~ t Sexual Personae is one-sided, that it lacks
completed progra~ o~e~ d~ many thperfmgsaround here, among them the school's just-
, ectures, ormances, and presentations on the theme of
diversity, during which scarcely a
negative or critical word was
heard on an issue that- trust me
on this - has two sides to it. So do
the publications and pronounce-
ments of many organizations with
college sanction, among them the
Women's Center and Women's
Study Committee. So have any
number of commencement ad-
dresses. So, come to that, have
some previous selections of the
Summer Reading Committee for
l~mic against the history of intelligence testing _ a SUbjec~'::.::':~~~; G~U~d';po-
o us know even less, have less "context," than we do about Paglia's subiect, w IC many
So all m all "balance" has not former) bee I lto these people d I' bY' n: et us say, a matter of overwhelming concern
. .' an ~ sorry ut the suspicion does arise that it has become so now not
~au:.' Paglia ISone-SIded but because she is one-sided in a direction they do not like H
IS e irst voice heard in. these pans for some time that does not fall within the left-of-center
to';'ar-left-lO-Center ambit of permissible opinion. For those of you have been hearing lately
a
thi
ut S?mIethmg called political correcUiess and wondering what it means and how it works'
s IS It. t works through two m . th '. .narrow . . am p~sses - .e.mcessant reiteration of an extremely
the fi t~:eof°hPIDlOns.an~ the quaraulllng of OpiniOns which do not fit within that range.
.lIS .0 . se. as been gomg on for years. The second just ,happened.
Finally. although the people responsible were concerned with the '__ 1 rha . h
di be)
" SJa·-" t we mJB t be
sen ng out se ectmg the Pagha book. they do nOf.seem to have given much thought to the
signals sent by our rather embarrassing recantation. Let me help. Those signals are;
To the Summer Reading Committee: Hencefonh, please bore us.
To prospective students: Don't bother your little heads.
To parents of prospective students: Remember all that stuff about free inquiry and the
marketplace of ideas? Well, forget it. American faculties have figured out that there's no
difference between education and indoctrination, and we're damn well going to indoctrinate
according to our lights and not yours. (please enclose remiwmce.)
To world: A smailliberal-ans college in Connecticut has just withdrawn a controversial
book from its reading list after some college members objected to its content. The reason that
sounds ignominious is that it is ignominious.
GalTett Green
Prot...... or ReUgloo
In h?r defense of the selection of Camille
Pagha s Sexual Personae as summer read-
109, Lauren Klatzkin takes offense at the
~uggesuon that students are ill-prepared to
analyze the book and decide what in it is
valuable." But she helps to make this case b
accepting, uncritically, Paglia's contentio~
that her book. expresses a "currently
unfashionable view of feminism." Where's
the evidence that Paglia's view offeminism
(orof-;omen) is "currently unfashionable?"
Whe.re. s the evidence that Paglia's view of
feminism (or of women) ever was
~nfashlonable? Afterall, we live in a country
10which feministscan 'tmusterenough votes
to pass the ERA and women with college
degrees are still paid less than men with high
school diplomas.
Despite lip-service to political equality for
women, Sexual Personae argues for per-
peluaung current economic and political in-
~~IUes: UPagiia were right that for women
blOloglc,~ormaicy is suffering, and health
~ Illness and that "man's latent perversity
IS manifest" in woman, especially "premen-
strual., woman, incited to snappishness or
ra.ge, our society would be justifted in lim-
Iting, ~omen's access to the workplace.
Pagba s contention that "(l1he more woman
alms for personal identity and autonomy. the
mOTe sh~develops beT imagination, the
_~le~T w'"" be he" struggle wi\h nature--\hal
IS. ",ith the mtractable physic:aJ laws of her
OW'lJ tx:e'y" is simply inconJplUible with any
commitment to equal opportunity for
women, even equal educational opponunity.
What's important about Paglia's mi-
sogyny is not that it's currently
unfashiOflable in select circles but that it's the
oldest game in town. Fashionable figures in
Western culture have been playing it for as
loog as anyone can remember. Paglia's
claim that she has something new to say
won't impress anyone familiar with the ex-
tensive literature devoted to proving that
women are repugnant because they represent
or embody a fetid or putrid natural world that
threatens to swallow, drain, diminish, or
destroy the creative human spirit, the sweet
breath of an and civilization. Paglia places
herself firmly within this tradition when she
assens that the "historical repugnance to
woman has a rational hasis: disgust is
reason's proper response to the grossness of
procreative nature."
Tolerance is sometimes (but not always) a
virtue; so is indignation. "We knew people
would disagree with some of Paglia ' s allega- .
tions," Klatzkin writes, "but we did not mean
to wound anyone personally." Paglia's dis-
gust as she contemplates women is every-
where evident, and should be personally
wounding. Consider, for example, Paglia's
description of "the woundlike rawness of
female genitals:"
"In aesthetic terms, female genitals are
lurid in color, vagrant in contour, and archi-
tecturally incoherent."
Makes you wooder what all the fuss is
about, even ifyou haven't seen Sharoo Stone
in Basic IlIStinct. But the point isn't whether
one agrees with Paglia about the ugliness of
female genitals but whether such opinions
are, to use Klatzkin's words, "definitely
thought- and discussion-provoking." When
I read Paglia, I feel provoked, but not to
discussion.
Why is it that most of those who have read
Paglia's descriptions of the bodies of women
I
have done so with less alertness to the politi-
cal. and social implications of this kind of
wnnng than they bring to descriptions of the
bodies of humans of particular races? For
example, how many Connecticut College
Iaculty and students would consider this
nmeteenth-century description of the bodies
of African-Americans "definitely thought-
and discussion-provoking?"
. "In seeing their black faces with their thick
hps and grimacing teeth, the wool on their
head, their bent knees, their elongated hands,
thelf large curved nails, and especially the
livid color of the palm of their hands, I could
not take my eyes off their face in order to tell
them to stay far away."
Here, what purpons to describe physical
characteristics proscribes thinking of blacks
as anything but fascinatingly and mon-
strously other and prescribes a politi I. 1 ca,
econormc, and social order that will keep
them at a safe distance. Once again, I feel
indignant, not tolerant, and provoked but
not to discussion. '
Paglia's defenders have not failed to raise
the spectre of ,censorship, but fortunately,
censorship isn t reany at issue when we are
considering whether or not \0 assign Sexual
Personae as summer reading. No one bas
suggested that Paglia be prevented {tom
pub\ishlng bet book, at \'rom makiny, "\l--
~ to pt:oU\O\e it., Q[ _\hat smdenu.
shcnddn .,1f:IIBd zIH!, booIc. or dial our ~ibr.tu;y
shouIdn·, own 14 or thaI our book shop
shou1em.'1 sen iL AD lhal anyone has sug-
gested IS that the book is, on too many
grounds, an astonishingly poor choice fOT
the College's Summer ReadiDJl lisL
Nevenheless, the complex relations be-
tween our commitment to freedom of ex-
pression and our commiunentto other values
are wonh exploring. Our championing of
free speech obviously depends on a clear II
distinction between speech and action, for
the U. S. Constitutioo nowhere declares that
"Congress shall make no law abridging
freedom of actioo." But speech may incite to
action; speech may at any time be coostrued
as consequential. Thus, abolitionists rea-
sonably charged the author of the description
of blacks quoted above with supporting the
system of slavery, as I have charged Paglia
with supporting oppositioo to the Equal
Rights Amendment. Whenever we think
about freedom of expression, we need to
think also about the damage that cenain
kinds of speech can do. We need to think
about what we accomplish by providing in-
coming Connecticut College students with a
book that proclaims that women who seek
"personal identity and autonomy" or who
strive to develop their imaginations will fmd
themselves at odds with their own nature.
Lauren Klatzkin was made uncomfonable
by the "yelling and name-<:alling" at meet-
ings the Summer Reading Committee had
with concerned (and angry) faculty. Yet she
characterizes Paglia's vituperative aWlcks
on woman (paglia flaffies her "serpent,"
"Devil," and "vampire") as "contentious
theories" and "controversial ideas." Let's
read or not read the book, bot let's not be
fooled by packaging into mistaking any
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When will il END?
SHOCK!!! Is the rust word used
10describe theinilial reaction to the
Rodney King verdict, When I first
heard of the scquiual of the four
police offtcers I was with ftveother
students working on a proposal.
We turned on CNN for a while,
listened to the news and returned to
our work. It didn't hil home until
the next day, 56 hits in 8/ seconds.
I didn't feel the rage until I
walked along campus and fellow
students were enjoying a nice
spring day, concentrating on
Floralia and indifferent to the
news, I didn't hit me until I went to
lunch and heard people laughing,
of race, are abandoned by society,
never given equal access to oppor-
tunities for progress, lack money
and education to be politically rep-
resented and live in harsh poverty;
there is no other recourse but to lash
out al the system that has physi-
cally, spiritually and emotionally
broken them, This case has
reconfirmed the fact that the same
rights do not apply to every Ameri-
can, We must change the system so
thaI underrepresented groups can
express their needs peacefully and
constructively.
Without the riots, no matter how
improper, this incident, just like
those of the 1960s and the present,
would have been swept under the
rug, and swept out of our con-
sci 0 usn e s s . too complacent with the minute
Sadly enough strides of the Civil Rights Era. As
without this the "educated" and future leaders,
gross action of we have to act now to respond to
violence, politi- the social issues affecting all
cians would not Americans, We need to demand
be reconsidering that our government create pro-
adopting effec- grams for urban development and Race riots in the streets, cities
live urban policy the eradication of institutionalized burning ... it's not the 1965 Watts
to address pov- racism. riots, it's today, This week, twenty-
eny, lack of edu- Conn CoUege, we must come seven years after Watts. people are
caucnat 0Pp'0t- tcgetaer as concerned Americans, again taking to the streets to protest
{unities and 'in- and make our fellow citizens' is- gross injustice. The acquittal of
stiturionelieed sues our own. We cannotjust sit four LAPD officers for the video-
racism. Was this back and assume that all wiH be taped beating of Rodney King has
a necessary evil well within in time, because that shocked the nation. Ultimately,the
to wake up attitude has gotten us to the place officers who savagely beat an Afri-
Americans to where we are today. We must can-American man are not held re-
the work that work together to find solutions for sponsible by the law. Clearly, the
was left undone the complex problems that we all justice system has failed to work.
, 30 years ago face. If you thought the days of civil
during the Civil Rights Era? Anad.tJenleeChtsolm rights abuses and activism were
We can use this incident as a CIa.. nflm over, think again. Things really
mirror to show our society what is andCarl HenriBernard haven'tchangedthatmuchafterall.
left to be done. We have become CIa.. or1993 The police brutality captured on
EQII5~~~;;';;;;;;;;;;;;'~;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;:;:;:;::;;;:;;;;:;:;;:;;_.;" video and broadcast to the nation is
!! not an isolated incident. It is day to
day reality for some Americans.
Conn students have marched to
New London City Hall, staged a
vigil and speak-out, and re-enacted
the beating in dining halls, Why?
To ensure that the campus is aware
of this issue that affects everyone.
Racism is one of the most critical
problems our nation faces and is
pervasive in every aspect of life. If
you are white, you may not see it
every day, but rest assured that
somewhere. every minute, a person
of color encounters some form of
prejudice.
When television showed police
dogs attacking southern black chil-
dren nearly three decades ago, the
entire nation was moved to action.
People with a moral conscience
stepped up and spoke ouL Not just
politicians or prominent civil rights
activists. but college students. faC-
ulty, and adminislrators.
Are you aware that in the 1960s
Connecticut College students went
to Mississippi to participate in voter
registration drives and Fneedom
Schools for southern blacks? The
students of the 1990s must continue
this legacy of concern and action.
Racism must be fought whenever it
is encountered. Apathy is ulti-
mately an additional brutal blow to
Rodney King and people of color
everywhere.
If you care, become active. We
all hope for peace, but we demand
justice.
It's not the 1960s;
it's today - 1992. When did you feel the bile
churning in your stomach after
viewing the video of King's
beating, our beating'? When
d\d 'YOU tee\ vl.o\ated b-y the
verdict? In other words, when
will our apathy end, and we, as
a community, respond to social
issues?
talking, eating, when some stu-
dents were outraged over the injus-
ticethatwasserved.Itdidn'thitme
until I saw people watching YH-l
instead of CNN and seeing the an-
ger and disgust that many people
across the country were feeling. It
didn't hit me until tears rolled
down my face, full of frustration.
When did you feel it? When did
you feel that our judicial system
failed? When did you feel the bile
churning in your stomach after
viewing the video of King's beat-
ing, our beating? When did you
feel violated by the verdict? In
other words, when will our apathy
end and we as a community re-
spond to social issues?
After the verdict, Americans of
aJJ races across the country reacted
with protests and riots, Later, the
focus was placed on the rioting that
people of color initiated. Thekill-
ing of the innocent as a result of the
riots was wrong and inexcusable.
Los Angeles has suffered the most
with approximately 40 deaths,
1,755 fires and thousands of ar-
rests. But the social injustices that
the Rodney Kings and other
Americans have endured are
equally inexcusable.
Rodney King's case is but one
issue, a facet of a much larger com-
plex social problem that we all
face, especially people of color and
women. When people, regardless
The College Voice May 5, 1992 !''!ge, 4
Jackie Soteropoulos
Class of 1992
Thanks to SAC for AIDS lecture
Letter to the Voice:
In the April 21, 1992 issue of the
Voice, SACExecutive Board mem-
ber Tracy Cashman expressed
much discontent with a student
body who is rather "apathetic" to-
wards the Student Activities Coun-
cil, yet fails to comprise a packed
audience for the "timely and rel-
evant" Bettina Gregory lecture, I
myself did not attend the lecture
and am therefore unable to com-
ment 011 it, but Iwould like to thank
SAC for bringing Henry Nichols
and his sister Jennifer to Conn to
speak about "Living with Aids," As
AIDS is rapidly taking the lives of
our friends, family members and
celebrity idols, this is an important
issue that needs to be discussed. In
a moving and informative talk,
AIDS victim Nichols clearly con-
veyed a message that AIDS is not a
selective disease and will indeed
touch all of our lives eventually.
Congratulations to SAC for pro-
viding this campus with another
poignant lecture, one which, as I'm
sure the council will agree, was
quite well-received by the large






tells his story to
campus in Dana Hall
November, 1990. The infection it-
self was easy 10treat, but, he said
"It changed my diagnosis from be~
ing mv positive 10 being a full-
blown AIDS patient."
There are only a certain number
of diseases anmv -positive person
can contract that will elicit the di-
agnosis of AIDS. This is because
AIDS itself does not make a person
SIck only unable to fight illness.
Nichols and his sister explained
that this list of diseases is ouldated,
put together when AIDS patients
were mostly men. The list does not
take into account diseases specific
10women or the rising number of
cases in heterosexual poeple.
If a person does not have the
diagnosis of AIDS, they are not
eligible to tak:e certain drugs.
NIchols explained that people have
died before they have been eligible
to recieve medication.
Until March of 1991, no one ex-
ceptNichols's family knew he had
AIDS. He feared being ostracized
and rejected by family and friends.
For his Eagle Scout badge, how-
ever? Nichols had to do community
service. He chose to tell his story
the story of a young heterosexual
male with AIDS. to promote AIDS
education.
According to Nichols. "My-
project is not about AIDS. It is
about compassion, understanding,
and love."
Nichols was not willing 10 be
quiet any longer. He stressed the
ignorance of people who assume
that a drug addict or homosexual
man deserves AIDS. "There is no
such thing as a guilty or an innocent
victim. AIDS victims are all vic-
tims, and we are all victims of
AIDS. No one deserves AIDS. No
one deserves to suffer from AIDS
and the ignorance of family,
friends,' and the community."
Nichols said he has received
many letters of support, including
some from other AIDS patients
who shared their story with him. He
said many of these victims had told
no one, not even parents or siblings.
"AIDS is a very difficult burden for
anyone to carry, and no one should
ever have to carry that burden
alone." Nichols insisted, "But
AIDS patients are often unwilling
to expose themselves, and their
families to the prejudice of a com-
munity that does not understand."
Nichols explained thatmv is not
a virus that is easy to catch, it can
by Emily Strause
The College VOIlce
A point was made last Tuesday
about Just how easy it is to teUwhat
kind of person can contract AIDS
about what that person would look
like and how they would act. The
point was that it isn't.
Henry Nichols, an l8-year-old
from Cooperstown, New York,
was supposed 10relay the story of
hIS battle with AIDS before the
Connecticut College campus. His
Sister, Jennifer, opened the
evening by asking the audience
where Henry was. As perplexed
murmurs rippled through the
crowd, Nichols rose out of the au-
dience ."?d walked onto the stage
apologizing to the audience.
Nichols was born with the dis-
ease hemophilia, his body lacks the
ability to produce the protein nec-
essary for the blood clotting pro-
cess. To allow Nichols to live an
ordinary life, whenever he hurt
himself the missing protein was
replaced by transfusions of a blood
component called Factor 8.
Nichols said that as a child he
was. a young daredevil, and had a
habit "of getting hurt in really bi-
zarre places. ,. This meant that he
received infusions on a weekly ba-
sis. These infusions were adminis-
tered by all members of the family.
According 10 Nichols, his sisters
would argue over "whose turn it
was to stick me."
Factor 8 comes from the pooled
blood of thousands of donors. Al-
together, it is estimated that
Nichols has received blood from
over six million different donors.
"I was exposed to AIDS before
AIDS was even a word," said
Nichols. Unfortunately, when
AIDS was still a relatively new
disease, donated blood did not un-
dergo as thorough a screening as it
does today.
A result of the very measures
taken to help him, Nichols' health
problems were not to end with he-
mophilia According 10 Nichols,
doctors believe he was exposed to
the AIDS virus when he was IO or
II years old. After being
infectedwhich the virus went
through a dormant stage, in which
he appeared healthy, and didn't re-
alize his body was weakening.
His immune system began to
fail, and Nichols became inl1icted
with an opportunistic infection in
pa ent, enry S, an
only be transmitted through actual
sharing of body fluids. He and other
AIDS patients are not hazardous 10
the community, in fact, as they lack
working immune systems AIDS
. patients are more at risk from the
infections of other people.
AIthough irrational fear of the
disease must be avoided and eradi-
cated, the public must be made
aware of the risks, said Nichols.
The only three ways to contract
AIDS are to be born to an infected
mother. to have sex with an infected
person, and through otooa-eo-
blood contact wjth someone that
has the virus, according to Njchols.
According to Nichols, many
people are unaware of the prevalent
danger of HlV infection. "There is
a dangerous sense of invulnerabil-
ity, of immortality, that I see in my
classmates," he said. around the country in an effort 10
The fastest growing group to be teach people about AIDS, and ways
contracting the disease in the coun- to prevent it,
try are 16 to 25 year olds. Nichols and his sister discussed
Said Nichols,"ln this commu- the importance of being tested for
nity and on this campus there are AIDS if you think you are at risk.
people who need belp: AIDS pa- One important reason [or AIDS
uents who are afraid. My project is testing cited was that a person can
about knowledge. it is time to only receive medicine to help flght
demystify AIDS as a disease. Ule disease if they lmow they nave
Knowledge will make the differ- it. Also, if you \mow that you are
ence and \ need 'Yourhelp. AIDS is HlV positive, )'OU can warn '"jour
not a \hreat \0 'You.\gnonmce is. s:x.ua\ l)artne1:s..Nicno\s. and "-\os
Lou ~ help people realize that sister stressed the need for open
DS..JOJc.es~~okay_·· conununicadoll bcr~ ~
Today. In t!'e.United Stales. there on their respecuve sexuaJ his«Ny'
are over 2 million people who are before becoming sexually in-
mv posiave, but are not yetdiag- valved.
nosed with AIDS. Treatment of Nichols has been given six
these patients wiIJ cost billions of months to a year to live. He has
dollars, according to Nichols. beaten the odds before and hopes 10
Nichols' sister accompanies him prove his doctors wrong again.
aves marks Volunteer Recognition Day
service as challenging people 10
adapt and adjust. "It dignifies and
ennobles us as we affirm our
humanity andconnectwith others,"
Reiser declared.
Bill Rivera, director of Centro de
IaCommunidad'sWinthropFamily
Support Center, also spoke at the
reception. Rivera said he learned a
valuable lesson from his church,
adding, "If you want to get to know
and serve people, you've got 10
walk with the people."
Rivera works closely with oves
and is supportive of the student
commitrnemtocommunity service.
"Volunteering creates a lillie spark
that can direct your life and
activities .... stated Rivera.
From van drivers and clerical staff
to mentor and tutorial program
coordinators, OVCS employs
students dedicated to strengthening
the college's ties with the
community in the hopes of creating
positive change. One third of the
student body is active in either short
or long term volunteering. With
increasing student interest and an
exceptional administrative and
student staff, the celebration also
looked toward the future role of
volunteerism at the college.
trying to solve the problems of New
London. "I support the efforts of
Connecticut College, community
educators, schools, and agencies
which provide opportunities for
young people to learn and grow
through community service," said
Basilica.
Tracee Reiser, director ofOVCS,
praised the work of student
volunteers at Conn. "You touch the
lives of many children and adults in
very positive ways," said Reiser.
Whether that impact is providing a
young child with the opportunity to
touch a horse's noseorsee aPicasso
painting, Reiser suggested,
"Perhaps college education is




Mentors, tutors, and coordinators
were among those who showed up
for pizza and a pat on the back last
Tuesday at the Office of Volunteers
for Community Service reception
held in honor of Volunteer
Recognition Day.
Guest speaker Anthony Basilica,
Mayor of New London, read from a
proclamation in which he endorsed
the volunteer activities of
Connecticut College and "[urged]
aU youth to become involved in
their cities and build a brighter
future."
Basilica emphasized the
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the need for variety
different areas [of music]."
byY_ W.lkIas Crigler sees his wort<with bands
F...... EdItor as one of his biggest accomphsh-
"I think that as a musician you ments,andaIso,ona pecsonal level,
really owe it to yourself IDexplore thinks he has "corne a bit of a ways
other areas [of music]." This state- in playing ... I'm starting 10.get a
ment seems IDheagood description feel for the instrument ... MUSICfor
of Jason Crigler's musical talents. me is a very personal struggle. I'm
Crigler is lead guitarist for The continually struggling 10 impress
Rub, plays in blues and Jazz bands myself. I've got a really shortauen-
00 campus, and spent his freshm~ lion span ... If I don't see improve-
yearat the Berldee School ofMusIc ment I get really frustrated and
bored."in Besson,
Crigler, Kieran Mulvaney,.and Crigler described his freshman
Sieve Battisti originally conceived year at Berldee as an amazing expe-
the idea for The Rub their sopho- rience, but thinks, "At the ume I
more year. The band has a creative found it very intimidating. I was
focus, concenuating on writing and very unsure about what 1wanted 10
playing their own music, rather do. Of course, I could say that right
than performing cover songs. All now, but I was even more clueless
the mem hers of the band come from my freshman year." He also be-
different musical backgrounds, lieved he needed 10branch out more
Crigler explained, with a common and "not just have my head stuck in
interest in funk music. Because two music 24 hours a day."
of the members, Crigler and Crigler said he's had a good three
Battisti, were away last year, the years at Conn, and that he
band was put on hold, but this year, "wouldn't trade it for anything
with the addition of a saxophone else." However, he feels ready 10
\llayer, Matt McLean, The Rub has move on and "go on 10 the next
really taken oIL stage."
Crigler said he is really \lleased After graduation Crigler \llans 10
~\..\h. \he\:r accom\'l\\snmen\S \his go bacK \0 New 'Y.ork.,whete he is
"jcat:, es-pec\.a\\~ cQns,\.o.e:t\'ng. \he ong'ma\\)' {rom. "Yrn \hinking of
facL they decided in September 10 gelting an apartment with this big
scrap all of their old songs. "Basi- shot magician on campus, ••Crigler
cally, we 've gone from no songs 10 said as he grinned at Mark Sicher.
a whole set of 10 or 12 original His first priority is to get a job of
songs ... (which] 1 think are all some kind and play the guitar as
really strong." much as possible. "I just kind of
The idea for a blues band was need to get some experience." He
concocted this year by Crigler and has some friends in the city who are
John Ward. The band took a while musicians, and can hopefully get 10
to get established, Crigler said, be- play at some clubs. "I haven't had
cause of conflicting schedules and the time I've needed to study the
the number of people in the band. guitar really seriously. I want to
However, in addition to being a lot take a couple of years and really
offun, he feels the band has made a learn."
lotofjJtogress."To\llaythebluesis Crigler describes his long term
not an easy task-it's very deceiv- goals as follows, "I really want to
ing," Crigler explained. Blues is learn how 10cook, and 10 play what
based almost entirely on three I feel is good music." He said he'd
chords, and sounds very simple, he also like a chance to travel. "I'dlike
continued, but to play it well is 10 go 10 New Orleans. I hear they
difficult have really good food there-s-and
Crigler also plays in the Jazz En- music."
semble led by Gary Chapman, in-
structor of classical and jazz piano.
His experiences there have helped
him expand and "grow musically in
terms of studying that whole area of
music."
In his work with all the bands
Crigler said, "I feel incredibly for-
tunate IDbe playing with that cali-
ber of musicians ... There are tons
of talented musicians on campus,
but you have 10 search to find
them. "He believes that some of the
best music on campus happens
"late at night when you're jamming
with someone."
As for variety in the college's
music department, Crigler said he
has "always son of wondered about
that It should be called the 'clas-
sical music depanment'-ninety
percent of everything they do is
classical." While he loves classical
c music, Crigler feels it is important
10 diversify and be "weD versed in
Contest cuts college energy bill
byCarl Lewis
News Editor
By offering incentives for dorms
to decrease energy use, the Envi-
ronmental Model Committee has
saved the college $3,500 in elec-
tricity costs.
The committee, consisting of
students, faculty, and staff, spon-
sored the third annual Energy
Contest
Each dorm's energy use in March
and April was compared to its en-
ergy use in March and April, 1990.
The dorm with the greatest de-
crease won the contest
Abbey House had the greatest
decrease, followed by Lazrus and
Unity.
Beth Fiteni, a member of the
committee, said comparing each
dorm to its own energy use in 1990
was chosen as the best comparison.
"Each dorm was compared to it-
self," she said.
She said the committee consid-
The College Voice
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ered awarding prizes 10 the dorms
with the lowest energy use per per-
son. This was found to be an unfair
comparison, according 10Fiteni."rt
weighed heavily against the small
dorms," she said.
Next year. according to Fiteni,
the contest will not only include
March and April but the entire year
instead. "To make it a really fair
indicator, we are going to do it the
whole year," she said.
Several steps have been taken to
decrease the college's impact on
the.environment.
"We're working 10 improve the
recycling effon on campus," said
Fiteni.
In addition, the committee is
working 10 decrease the use of pa-
per on campus. "We are trying to
cut down on the use of paper and
posters," said Fiteni,
The committee has eliminated
the college's use of pesticides and
fertilizers on the lawns. 'We make
sure we don't use any chemicals on
the greens," said Fiteni.
The college's former use of non-
biodegratable styrofoam cups and
clear plastic cups has been elimi-
nated. Presently, recycled paper
napkins are used in dining halls.
Environmental coordinators are
now a fixture of dorms and aca-
demic buildings. These coordina-
tors oversee recycling efforts in the
buildings.
Next year, the committee expects
to make more of an effort 10make
the campus aware of environmental
issues. According 10 Piteni, the
committee will make a presentation
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Connecticut College Board of Trustees
Executive Session - May 1,1992
1987
Concerns expressed in 1987
Visiting Committee report
Lack of focused and coherent
planning; too many big issues
Five year rolling budget
projections needed as well as






Need higher number of
admitted minority students
Need new ways to increase




tenure appointments and budget cuts decided
of the college's endowment. Con-
necticut College has lagged behind
its peers for 100 long. Our goals are
important, but must come with a
price tag."
Said Handle.y, "The institution
has many notable strengths. Most
important, Connecticut College has
a vision of its position in liberal arts
education which is defined in terms
of the world outside."
She added, "Although I am sev-
ering my formal ties wilh the board,
lila! in no way lessens the bonds I
feel with the college or my ongoing
support."
The Board also elected six new
trustees. Frances Jacobsen, Sue
Mercy, Lyn Silfen, Frederick
Stratton, and Dhuanne Tansil are
















Progress in each area as detailed












Major 5-year plan written
collegially, in year two-annual
assessment
as appointed by the Board of Trustees
May 2,1992
Development of two cabinets,
senior adminstrators breakfast,
and weekly staff meetings
Success but higher goals were set,
minority intern established, minority
recruiter, HSSAP on campus
Five year financial model completed
Donor base increased from 32 percent
to 42 percent in three years
Giving up 4 percent in 89-90 and up 7
percent on top of that in 90-91
Campaign Planning
• 92-93} Leadership.
• 93-94} Gifts Phase
• 94-95} Four to Five year
Comprehensive Campaign
Focus of Trustee Work
Selection in an area where each can
become a major help to changing the
financial base of the College
--------------------::"""='"---:-
A MAY DAY TO REMEMBER
lege, who stated, "For three centu-
ries these people have been being
told that they have opportunities
and that everyone is equal. They
have had hope dangled before their
eyes, seemingly within their grasp. ,
These people have been being paid .~
lip service. Itistimethatwe all lake ~
the steps toward change. " ]
Students also ";;
spoke to those .~




this event was ~~""""''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''IIllIIII''''''''''''''''''IIllIIIIIIllIIIIIIllIIII'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''~'''''''~~''''''''''''''====only "the first Students, trustees, and administrators gathered on Harkness Green to speak out agalnst racism.
step ... things tutionalized racism in our democ- tern.We must sirnply take ourener-
have got to there is one."
ha B
racy." This plan of intiatives incor- gies and apply them effectively.
c nge ut we After DeFrantz, Jean Handley,
h
. k poratesaskingothercollegestojoin But more importantly, we must
ave got to eep chairman of the Board of Trustees, u1 d th. Ii hti k bo h he f I bo with Connecticut College in this have the heart, the so ,an e
on 19 tmg m or- spo e a ut ow s e teeis a ut d fortabl
d
'th be crusade against racism. courage to sian on uncomtorta e
er ror ere to the Rodney King verdict. "This is .' ill d "
change Today is just one of the crises or incidents "Each participating campus w groun .. identify an area on which it can That evening at Harris another
only a begming,' that has happened ... 'believe that appropiately make substan-
Also, Anita what we are seeing today is an tial progress because of its
DeFrantz, trustee of the college, abberration, it is such a phase of individual strengths,"said
spoke 10 the crowd, saying '" am outrage that it will cause attention
_"""sible for the aquittal, I am and correction." Gaudiani. After the speakers,
~b\e lot allowing.me beal- Claire Gaudiani.lltesident of the the gathering concluded wiLh
ing. Weareall responsible.l have college.also spoke at lhe gather- everyone joining hands to, ,
to YOle.I have 10make sure1believe ing, After congnUulating and com- sing 'We shall overcome. .. .
in who gets into offICe. I have 10 mending the students in their ef- At three o'clock there was a
call them on the things that, do not forts to lead the community in speak-out where individual
agree with or believe are wrong. .. terms of responbility,she went on students as well as organiza-
Take responsibility if you want the to describe a plan to take collegiate tions could express their
nation to be what you wanL " and national steps against racism. views and reactions to the day
DeFrantz went on 10 say, "My 'Ihefirststep is tocreate a'tnational and the incident.
grandmother did not choose to be campus project on institutionlized The speak-xout opened
here. Sbe was given no promise of racism to shape the framework for with Mabel Chang reading a
a better day, so I will make sure that changing \he environment of insti- letter from Lowell Wicker,
the governor of Connecticut.
*~ In the leuerheexpresseddeep
concern about the Rodney
King case.
"We should all be enraged .
. . the treatment of this case is
inexcusable." He wrote of his
concern that, "the work of
four policemen would ruin
the image of all policemen."
The letter concluded, ..We
must do more than address
the violence. We must study
the causes."
Richard Greeenlaw, an
alum who took part in the Fanning
takeover of 1986, also spoke. He
said in these type of situations
teamwork is important. "It is not
what we do alone but what we
achieve together,"stated Greenlaw.
However. "we must work within
the system in order to be truly ef-
fective," he added. Greenlaw em-
phasized the need to lake advantage
of the college as being "a school for
the students and the students
alone."
The event proceeded with stu-
dent poetry readings and verbaliza-
tions of opinions about the Rodney
King verdict and implications, as
well as the ensuing violence. One
student stated, ''Today proved that
we are not an apathetic school. We
have the strength 10change the sys-
Flames in L.A. also
ignite campus tires
Campus conscience aroused by King verdict;
Connecticut College students rally and march
COIUiltJM!d frOfft p. J
up. Wake up. Wake up for Rodney
King." The students wanted to
wake people up to the fact that this
injustice had occured.
However, as the march pro-
gressed it became obvious the stu-
dentswanledtodomore. Thus,they
marched to New London City IWI
'I am responsible for the ac-
quittal. [ am responsible for
allowing the beating. We are
all responsible. '
- Anita DeFrantz,
trustee of the college
Statement on Ho1where an official came out andSI'01<e 10 the crowd. He said the
on:",\a\s ollre Cil)' o{New London
"aopee.d 'Wl-\\\. 'N\\a\.\he'j "Here. 00\.'1\1-
as long as it conlinued ID be a
pcaccfuJprotesL" AfterthaIlhestu-
dents proceeded to the Superior
Court of New London in order 10
spread their message further.
Later that day a gathering was
held on Harkness Green, allowing
the students and the Trustees to join
together in defiance of the verdicL
The gathering began with words
from Jay Levin, trustee of \he col-
The Social Responsibility Commill8tot
record its outrage at the miscaJriage~1
of the four Los Angeles police offic8!S,
its deep concern at the breakdownd'ci
violence and loss of life,
and its sorrow and sympathy for th8 irir
It pledges to cooperate with other-
toward a national study of the insP
our society and that permits suchinjus1
and to examine ourselves as a comruu
remains within us and to seek to extilp'
_ Passed unanimously by 1118C<:
Committee and approved ullr
~
'<;Shtu;;jdj;e;;DlSkog:;.tthh;;er;:-to;;;-;.;;e;;;.tiit~be\;;r~frust~;;n:;;t:i;Ions;;;;::IIl::d;com~::m::u~nk;;.~..~th<~ r~r"=IIo=gs: '~I~th~e~spe~'--;k--o-U-:t.-~~~~~~~
demonstration was held, a re-en-
actrnent of the beating. A sniffed
dummy was brought into the caf-
eteria and beaten 58 times in 83
seconds, just as King had been.
Maisha Yearwood, a leader in the
demonstrations, explained they
chose to portary the police as four
black men rather than white men
because they felt if the tables had
been turned in the actual incident it
is possible that such excessive
violence would not have been per-
petrated. This demonstration
proved frightening yet effective.
The day ended with a candlelight
vigil on Harkness Green. Sbldents
gathered in a circle saying prayers,
openly and individually, in the
hopes that someday peace will be
achieved.
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Takeover Commemoration
takes on renewed meaning
bySu_ F..... plained: ISempowennent. TIle or- he said.Associ." Features Editor garuzaaon plans to host a inter- Rafid Akrawi, another speaker
collegiate conference for students id" 'S3J racism, homophobia. sexism
of color at Conn next semester. starvation,andthelistgoeson"~
Also, UMOJ A plans to strenghlhen problems that confront him and
the network structure between other students. "We must deal with
other schools. "We want to think the issues of the world; he said.
about what we can do all together Amy Livingston addressed the
as a college and nationally as col- crowd, saying, "I don't believe that
lege students." dstu ents here are apathetic."
"In the three years that I've been Livingston believes students are
here, I've never seen anything like not given proper avenues for ex-
what I was a pan of this morning" pressing their views. As an ex-
he said. ' ample, she cited the fact that SGA
Speaking after Bernard were funded clubs are not allowed to
Allison Balm, Neil Maniar and have political affiliations.
Jennie Fuss. Balm and Maniar are Anadri Chisolm said of the King
the co-chairs of Students Orga- verdict and riots that she was "truly
nized Against Racism; Balm and m shock. I can't accept it. I never
Fuss are the co-chairs elect. thought I'd see this day. We have a
Balm shared the encouragement lot to work for." She stressed the
she felt by the number of people importance of the recent events, "I
marching that morning. "[There hope that we will not let this day
were 1people I'd never seen before pass."
... People are so apathetic and Maisha Yearwood said, "As a
people complain about it all the woman of color, I don't have a
time." problem with forgetting. We have
to deal withalackofculturaI under-
standing everyday. We don't for-
get:'
When Richard Greenwald drove
on campus Friday moming, he was
expecting to participate in the tradi-
tional May I Fanning Takeover
Commemoration. As he soon dis-
covered, the planned events had
taken on new meaning and format
as the community reacted to the
Rodney King verdict.
"I wish I could have been here last
night because people got together
and voiced their opinions," he said
at the speak-out.
What was originally planned as a
commemoration of the 1986 Fan-
ning Takeover became a speaIc-out
and poetry reading, which included
reactions to the King verdict and
lasted almost two hours.
Mabel Chang, chair of the Minor-
ity Student Steering Committee,
opened the speaIc-out,reading state-
ments from Senator Christopher
Dodd and Governor Lowell
Weicker, She then introduced
Greenwald, who was a senior at the
time of the 19&6 Takeover.
0' ley King Verdict
millstotConnecticut College wishes to
mageol justice in the recent prosecution
JffiC8!S,
)Wl1 d\:ivil order and the widespread
Irthemnocentvictims of the violence,
19rcoMegesand universities to work
,stnu*lnalized racism that persists in
=h injUStice,
com~unity to identify the racism that
o extilPateit.
ly the Connecticut College Social Responsibilijy
ved ulEllmously by the Board of Trustees.
. The May 1 Takeover of Fanning
lDvolved 54 students who locked
themselves inside the building for
eIghteen hours. The demonstrators
were protesting the lack of adminis-
trative response to academic, social
and organizational concerns of stu-
dents of color.
The Takeover resulted in the
administration's pledge to pursue
the protestors' demands, including
the creation of the affirmative ac-
tion office and support for sensitiv-
tty workshops.
" Greenwald urged the crowd to
USethe skills of activism that you
have acquired from here. This is a
place where they listen to you."
Carl Bernard, UMOJA co-chair
elect, spoke next, The focus of
UMOJA next year, Bernard ex-
b1Carl Lewta
News Editor
In 'response to the Rodney King
verdict, a three step plan of initia-
tives has been drafted, outlining the
college's planned respones.
Claire Gaudiani, president of the
college, announced the plan at a.
noon gathering on HjIrImess Green
Friday.
The Iirststep urges other colleges
and universities to use the concern
and awareness the King verdictcre-
ated to confront issues of racism.
Other campuses will be called upon
to select one area that can be im-
proved upon, to aid the prevention
of racism.
On March 3, 1993, the second
anniversary of the King beating,
colleges and universities are asked
to compare progress toward the
goal of eliminating racism.
The second step calls upon the
Attorney General of the United
States, the state attorneys general,
the American Bar Association, and
the stale bar associations to ensure
the fairness of cases before them. It
is hoped that this will prevent fur-
ther legal injustice.
Third, the college calls on the
justice system to identify and rec-
tify unequal treatment between
races.
Gaudiani said, "I have tremen-
dous admiration for the students
and the leadership they brought 10
the campus in addressing this issue
head on. I want to support their
efforts,"
"The Rodney King case has gal-
vanized two generations-the gen-
eration of the '60s whose members
Issues considered in the project
win center around the upcoming
fall elections, fairness in rhe judi-
ciary system, and involvement of
organizations and other academic
institutions.
In addition, support will be
sought from trustees of this and
other colleges. Said Gaudiani,
"Trustees are an untapped resource
of major social change in this coun-
try. The CEOs of almost every
major corporation and foundation
are represented on these boards.
They can join the campuses to pro-
Evelyn Mendoza, chair of La
Unidad, urged more students to get
involved. She said La Unidad
_________________ , members will be working
within the New London
community to get people
to vote in this year's presi-
dential election.
Tara Duffy, chair of
CCASA, said that some
Asian students at Con-
necticut College have
"found that people didn't
want to hear our voices."
She stressed that despite
this perception, the voice
of Asian students at COIUl
is a strong and important
one.
Next Chang addressed
the crowd. She described
the role of MSSC, ex-
plaining that the commit-
tee is an independent po-
litical organization,
which meets with trustees
regularly.
MSSC has worked to
secure the MIMIC grant
and would like to assure
that multi-cultural
courses will be offered
permanently at Conn.
Chang added that MSSC
has encouraged department chairs
and department advisory chairs to
hire faculty of color.
Chang, in her closing remarks,
said, "If you're concerned, get in-
volved."
Following these speakers, the
audience was invited to participate
in the poetry reading and speak-
out. Priya Mathur, the first student
to read, spoke of the oppression of
women. "While people think it's
getting better, it's not." She read
Sylvia Plath's The Applicant.
Junior Jess Love said, "Starting
at six o'clock this moming, I had a
feeling completely new to me." He
urged students to grow through
their fears. "Racial equality does
not mean racial harmony. We must
not remain prisoners of our past, "
Student concerns over verdict
prompt fo)!mation of initiatives
waded on the civil rights move-
.ment, and their children, who are
now college students," she said,
"We will come together to create
solutions and make the changes in
the system that were underway
when the assassinatiorts chilled the
pace of progress."
In addition, Gaudiani signed a
letter to Presidenl Bush from presi-
dents of NESCAC colleges. The
letter urges Bush to "ensure that
justice is fully served in the Rodney
King case."
Students involved in the Friday




from the task force said,
"Campuses should take re-
sponsibility for systemic
change to combat hatred
and racism, with initial fo-
cuses on this fall's presi-
dential election and re-
forms of bias in the crimi-
nal justice system."
The task force created a national
project for Campus Action for So-
cial Equality and Justice, referred
to as Case-J. The project asks for
advocacy from students, faculty,
staff, administrators, and trustees at
other colleges and universities.
Case-J will be brought to the at-
tention of student government or-
ganizations and student organiztios
dealing with racism.
"The project will focus on advo-
cacy-putting the power of an or-
ganized movement behind research
conclusions that too often just stay
on the shelf," said Neil Maniar, a
task force member.
'I have tremendous admira-
tion/or the students and the
leadership they brought to
the campus in addressing
this issue head on. '
- Claire Gaudiani,
president of the college
mote peaceful and persistent efforts
to reduce institutionalized racism
in our society, but they've never
been mobilized."
Funding for the task force to con-
tinue work on the project this sum-
mer has been approved by
Gaudiani. ''This project is a start,
but the task force e.rvisions a long-
term cornrniument, she said.
Nthato Mokonane, a member of
the task force, said, "Summer vaca-
tion is just around the comer. We
wanted to get something going that
can keep up constructive momen-
tum over the summer and into the
fall."






Issues of ethics in student gov-
ernment surfaced when the As-
sembly considered a proposal 10
pay SGA Executive Board mem-
bers for their service 10 students.
Jackie Soteropoulos, vice presi-
dent, sponsored a proposal 10 allow
Executive Board members 10 re-
ceive work/study compensation for
serving in tfteir positions. In addi-
tion, Executive Board members
would recieve reimbursement for
textbook purchases. Funding for
the payment would be taken from
the student activities budget.
A 1-17-2 vote failed the pro-
posal.
Soteropoulos said it is difficult or
impossible for Executive Board
members 10 have Work/study em-
ployment, because of the
reponsibilities of their positions.
She said many Sludents need the
income from Ihese jobs. For this
reason, she believes some Sludcnls
may be unwilling 10 hold executive
board positions.
"Idon't think students should be
dissuaded from holding Executive
Board positions for financial rea-
sons," she said, "It would be the
worst possible reason 10 exclude
someone from this job."
According to Vin Candelora
presidential associate, there i~
sometimes a question of whether
students can afford 10 hold an Ex-
ecutive Board position. "Ido know
people who consider the financial
implications of running," he said
MoUy Embree, J-Board chair,
was noc opposed 10 the idea of com-
pensating Executive Board mem-
bers, but said the proposal had nor
been given enough thought. "If
there is going to be compensation, it
should be reworked so it is some-
thing people are comfortable with. I
think we need torework it and come
up with something beuer."
Nat Damon, house senator of
Branford, agreed, "I'm nOl sure
texlbooksaretherightwaylDdoit. "
Class elections reach quorum
after Assembly extends voting
by Angela Troth
A!l5Od.ate News Editor
Candidate discontent seems to be
the national consensus. but at Con-
necticut College lhe contest for class
Executive Board and J-Board elec-
tions gave a true sense of narrow
choice. Most positions had only one
person running and one position had
no candidates.
Even more unsettling was the time
it took 10 finaUy meet quorum. Vot-
ing was supposed to be held on
Monday and Tuesday, April 21& 22.
After quorum was not reached on
Tuesday the Elections Committee ap-
pealed 10 the Student Government
Association to allow voting to con-
tinue until quorum was reached.
The proposal passed and elections
continued until the next Tuesday,
April 28 when quorum was finally
reached for the class of 1994. The
class of 1995 had reached quorum on
Friday and the class of 1993 on
Monday. Results were officially an-
nounced Tuesday night.
Adam Green, member of the
Elections Committee, said of the vot-
ing problem, "I think it was a combi-
nation of reasons, a lot of people
didn't know voting was going on
combined with the fact that a lot of
positions were unopposed."
He added that students may have
thought there was no point in voting
when there was no opposition.
Katrina Sanders, PR director said
in regards to the class of 1994 "I
think a big part ofit had to do withthe
high number of people going away."
The class of 1995 elected Jessica
Friedman for President and Neelu
Mulchandani for vice-president.
Deirdre Hennessy and Sara
Spoonheirn were elected to J-Board.
Class of '95 SAC representatives
will be KeUyBarshem and Katherine
Hambleton.
For the class of 1994 Pam
Kocher was elected president and
Beth Horner vice-president. Neil
Maniar and Jen Jablons were
picked to be the junior class 1-
Board representatives.
No SAC representatives ran for
this class leaving the spot open.
According to Sanders, a proposal
was passed earlier this year that
wiU allow for people to run for
this position when freshman clec-
Tiu CoIhg. VoN« M(J~6,1992
Faculty meals face
a probable cut
"One of the things this school has
been really proud of, the faculty-
student interaCtion, will be taken
Faculty lunchtime dining with away," Tamura added.
students may no longer be funded The SGA passed a proposal last
for the 1992-93 year asa resultofa Thursday night to send a letter ex-
budget cut recommended by the pressing discontent with the cut to
Priorites Planning and Budget the PPBC, the administration and
Commiuee. staff.
The budget was approved by the During the Student Trustee
Board of Trustees last Saturday. Liason Committee meeting Friday
"Noneofuswanledtomakethis members of the SGA executive
cut but by the end of the discussion board, MSSC, and other students
we agreed that there were problems expressed their concern with the
with the program," said Amy Mass, proposed cut.
member ofPPBC. Shelly Pannil, a Knowlton resi-
Reg Edmonds, SGA president dent who spoke at the cornminee
and PPBC member, said, "At the meeting, said, "The lunch tables are
time I questioned why we were an outlet for students who want 10
cutting the subsidiary of faculty speak and hear the foreign Ian-
lunches since in the Strategic guages. It is really essential 10 have
Planning it was one of the first professors at the tables."
priorities, to improve student fac- According to Pannil, Knowlton
ulty interaction." wiU be the hardest hit by the cut
He went on to say this cut points because professors eat with stu-
to the problem of the students not dents on a daily basis.
knowing what is in the budget. "It's really vital to the college to
"It points to a greater need for keep these types of programs, .. she
detail in the budget process," said said.
Edmonds. The Board of Trustees received
Kevin Dodge, member of PPBC the budget created hy the PPBC and
and Knowlton resident, said he saw voted on it Saturday. Because of
both good and bad in the cuL the confidentiality policy regarding
"\ look at it !tom the perspecuve the budget, it can only be assumed
\\\at i\ was being. abused~ Dodge that \he cuts designed b)' WBC
sa\Q.,bu,\.addOO... \.t\.a\\m\\OOsens.e VtleTe'ot.ep\. in\aC\.."'The ~oun\ of
I'd Jike to see it Slay. .. money thjs cut puports to save and
"These are financial realities. it where it will go is also contkiemiel.
is vel)'. very unfortunate," he said. Judy .Kirmmse, executive essis-
Knowlton residenrs are particu- tant to the President, said the Board
larly upset because faculty and stu- discussed the issue in fuU.
dent dining is an important aspect "The Trustees are very interested
of Knowlton and helpful in prac- in student opinions and student af-
tieing a foriegn language. fairs and that is always evident in
"I think it's really outrageous. their discussions," she said.
Students really value the interac- Claire Gaudiani, president of the
tion they have with the professors college, said, "We wiU go back and
and the professors value it also," look at the implications [particu-
said Masako Tamura, housefellow larly regarding the language










"That's exactly what we're do-
ing," said Claire Gaudiani, presi-
dent of the college. "We have not
tenured people who are outstand-
ing scholars and not strong teach-
ers,"
According to Gaudiani the
implementation of standardized
evaluations may help "permit a
stronger way for the college to re-
ward teaching."
Michael Burlingame, associate
professor of history and a more than
20 year veteran of the college, ex-
pressed concern that junior faculty
are receivmg undue pressure to
'publish or perish.' Said
Burlingame, "The faculty was told
semi-officially that teaching isn't
nearly as important as publishing a
lot of scholarly work."
According to Burlingame, al-
though "lip service" is paid to the
ideals out lined in the IFF, "In fact,
It seems that the quality of teaching
has become less and less important
I~making decisions about promo-
non and tenure and that we are I
fear. moving in the direction of be-
coming more like schools where
good teaching is regarded as sus-
pect"
According to Chrisler, "There is
a perception that there has been an
increased emphasis on scholar-
ship," but "People aren't really sure
which [scholarship or teaching) is
most important or if they are
equally important"
Marc Forster, assistant professor
of history, sees the issue as one of
incorporating both equally, saying
"It was made clear that these things
were both important."
Perry Susskind, associate profes-
sor of mathematics and chair of the
Faculty Steering and Conference
Committee, said at the beginning of
his 10 years at the college there was
little emphasis on scholarship, but
if there is a perception in the other
direction now, "I think that is an
understandable attitude."
Lesser left a tenure track position
at Occidental College to come to
Connecticut Collegein part be-
cause of the emphasis on teaching.
"In some ways there is more em-
phasis put on teaching because of
the teaching load," he said.
James said that from his experi-
ence, "I don't feel there is an undue
amount of pressure on me to do
something I don't want to do." He
also said, "I'm not holding this
place up on a pedestal."
SaidJeffSinger,assistantprofes-
SOr of psychology, "I don't think
anyone would get promoted or get
tenure here if their teaching was
sub-par:'
"I know that it is a perception and
it is a concern of the untenured
faculty,' said David Jaff, assistant
professor of theater.
According to Ireland, "The prob-
lem as I see it is that the administra-
tion and the departments don't get
together and decide what the bal-
ance will be."
Burlingame expressed concem
about the message being sent to
jumor faculty, "Young faculty, I
think, are being given a message
that we don't care a wbole lot about
your teaching ... just where's that
book."
Said Burlingame of the per-
ceived emphasis on scholarship
"Young faculty members who ar~
good teachers will be driven out."
In a report published by the
Chronicle of Higher Education
Connecticut College was rated 10";
in the amount of salary paid to each
rank of professorship [see chart].
Anotherconcernoffaculty, then, is
closing that gap.
According to Gaudiani, that in-
formation is outdated, containing
data. from only the first year of gap
closing, Gaudiani pointed out in the
third year of gap closing efforts, the
college had closed 25 percent of the
remaining gap. This year, said
Gaudiani, the letters sent out to fac-
ulty were "calculated to close SO
percent of the gap of each rank."
Gaudiani explained that gap
closing is conducted "according to
the amount which each rank was
behind." Presently, the largest sal-
ary gap is experienced by full pro-
fessors, followed by assistant pro-
fessors, and the smallest gap is felt
by the rank of associate professor,
according to Gaudiani.
Murstein pointed out that it is
difficult to close salary gaps given
the college's small endowment.
"The financial health of the school
depends on the endowment " But,
said Murstein, "It is accurate to say
that our salaries are low."
Said Singer, '1think the adminis-
tration is doing whatever they can
to close the gap in our salaries ...
but the reality is that weare just paid
less here than at most other institu-
tions like Conn."
Another main concern of junior
faculty is the abolishment of tenure
levels. Said Jaffe, a member of the
Tenure Levels Committee, "The
faculty has voted to abolish tenure
levels." Faculty have made that
recommendation.
Said Gaudiani, "I have been very
vigorously in favor of examining
our tenure levels structure."
Jaffe and Gaudiani both ex-
plained that tenure levels were put
in place years ago when it seemed
the college was facing an economic
crunch. According to Jaffe, the
system is simply no longer relevant
to Connecticut College.
"The current method needs some
real examination and change," said
Gaudiani, who also said, however,
"No good institution operates
without a way to assure that the
faculty will not become 100 percent
tenured in."
The spread on salaries
Average salaries for full, associate and assistant professors at Connecticut
College and selected comparable institutions
Full Associate Assistant
Amherst $69,300 $48,300 $40,100
Wesleyan $69,300 $47,500 $39,700
Williams $66,400 $47,100 $38,300
Colby $66,400 $46,000 $35,400
Trinity $63,400 $47,000 $37,500
Colgate $63,300 $47,900 $38,200
Bowdoin $62,000 $45,200 $37,200
Bates $60,400 $44,300 $36,100
Skidmore $59,400 $46,200 $37,800
Reed $58,500 $43,800 $36,700
Davidson $56,300 $43,400 $34,200









. Another concern voiced by the
Junior faculty is the perception that
Connecticut College is too media-
oriented and not sufficiently ori-
ented to campus workings. .
Said Susskind. "1think a number
of people worry thaI we may be
placing too much emphasis on OUT
image rather than the substance of
this institution."
Murstein, however, pointed out
that the college's rise in national
ranking can be directly attributed to
the fact that "The president has
courted media services," and that
this rise is good for the institution.
Ireland points toward a larger
problem that must be dealt with by
junior faculty, "I don't feel that I
have always been treated forth-
rightly and fairly during my three
years here."
"My feeling is that when you're
junior faculty here that you 'rea free
agent on a pro sports team," said
Ireland.
Al!hough he stated he did not
believe there was one, James said,
"If there is any kind of conspiracy
on the part of the administration to
try to make junior faculty miser-
able; it ain't gonna happen, it just
isn't, it's not in the best interests of
the college."
But, said Susskind, "There is
somewhat of an atmosphere now
where untenured faculty may be
afraid to speak out or speak up." He
added, "Some of that fear may be
real and some of it may be imag-
ined."
"There is the danger of some of
the community spirit that we have
had dissolving somewhat due to
some of the changes we have had,"
said Susskind.
Dorothy James, provost and dean
of faculty, and Steve Loomis, as-
sociate dean offaculty, could not be
reached over the weekend for
comment.
Stalisl~CS from The Chronicle of Higher Education/AAUP
MOBRoe waits on
decision about trailer
Campus bands could have new home
by Jon Flnnimon
Editor In Chfe( ex offici4
A new home for campus bands
could be in ihe works,
According to Jonathan Morris,
treasurer of Musicians Organized
for Band Rights OIi Campus, Don
Filer, assistant to the president of
the college, told MOBROC mem-
bers that the contractor working on
Cro was donating two trailers for
the bands' use. This would be a
temporary situation until the reno-
vations were completed.
Morris said he and Matt !delson,
president of MOBROC, met with
Mark Hoffman, coordinator of
student activities, and EdHoffman,
director of operations, to discuss
the proposal. At that point, Morris
said the two administrators had not
heard of the offer.
He said the two consulted with
Lynn Brooks, vice president for
finance, to discuss the possibilities,
and will make a decision this week.
Morris said "If the trailers
showed up, we'd probably still use
Nichols for storage," and therefore
the ideal situation would be to have
the trailers near Nichols.
Idelson said some factors sur-
rounding the acquisition of a trailer
include sound-proofIng and electri-
cal hook-up. The trailers would
have to be near a build,ing for
power, but if the trailers cannot be
sound-proofed, it sets up a Cateh-
22 situation.
Robert Hampton, dean of the col-
lege, said, "If [the trailers) can't be
sound.proofed, the I have some se-
rious reservations about their ef-
fectiveness. "
Hampton said that it was his as-
sumption that the short term solu-
tions installed this semester would
last through the completion of 00
renovations, scheduled for late next
spring.
Idelson said although nothing is
secure for next year, "The school
would like to have [practice space]
ready by the time we get back, and
I would too."
With the commencement of the
renovations, campus bands had to
scramble to find practice space on
campus in January. A tentative
agreement had the bands in the
basement of Nicbols house, home
of the Koine, student government,
and Col/ege Voice offices.
The scheduling of compatible
times proved to be too difficult, the
leaky space unsound, and a ne' /
plan went into effect. The plan,
presently iQ action, still has bands
in Nichols but alsoprovides storage
space in the basement of Becker
House and practice space in
Cummings Arts Center.
At Friday's Student-Trustee li-
aison Committee meeting, Robin
Swimmer, SAC chair, and Gerard
Choucroun, SGA parliamentarian,
made a presentation expressing
students' frustrations with the
college's lack of communication
with the student body concerning
the problems surrounding the
search for a horne for the bands.
Swimmer noted, "We may have
short-term options, but nothing for
the long term yeL"
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This week is host
to senior recitals
5 at 8 p.m., while Erik Jespersen
and Adam Greene will hold a joint
recital on Saturday, May 9 at8 p.m.
Both are in Dana and feature instru-
mental pieces for solo, duos, trios,
and song cycles. Jespersen and
Greene's boast a fairly large en-
semble, while Mulvaney will per-
form his own solo for bass guitar.
Under the direction of L' Ana
Burton and Kathleen Smith of the
Connecticut College Children's
Dance Center, the third annual
Children's Dance Concert will take
place Saturday, May 16. The con-
cert, in Dana Hall at 7 p.m., will
feature music by senior Cameron
Smyser.
On the fmal two Saturdays in
May the Lyman Allyn Museum
will host two literary readings at2
p.m. On May 23, Connecticut's
poet laureate James Merrill will
read selected works, while Conn's
writer-in-residence Blanche Boyd
will read from and sign her latest
novel, The Revolution of Little
Girls, on the 30.
Finally, congratulations to ev-
eryone who contribute to lhe arts on
campus this semester .In particular.
I would like to point out this
semes\er's {OUl fmest \heater \')et-
formances. Theater One president
Darcie Siciliano was just as hip on
stage as she is off in Boys' LYe; a
hilarious tum from Laura Leininger
in The House of Bernada Alba was
the comic highpoint in an otherwise
somber show. In the same produc-
tion, disciplined acting from
Debbie McMahon confirmed that
she is Conn' s most talented and
cerebral actress; and Rachel
Schwartz, in hercarnpus debut, was
wonderfully sassy as Little Red
Riding Hood in lola The Woods.
Congratulations to all!
by MIdoaet S. __ I
'TheCollege Vola
You wouldn't want to say that
you didn't attend any of the offer-
ings at the first annual Asian Film
Festival, would you? The final in-
stallment on May 7 at 7:30 p.m., in
Blaustein 210, will be the ac-
claimed and controversial 1990
Chinese movie Ju Dou. Banned in
its own country. this foreign film
tells the passionate fable of a foster
son who breaks from tradition to
ally with the abused bride of his
cruel father. Masterful work by di-
rector Zhang Yimou earned it an
Academy Award nomination de-
spite the Chinese government's at-
tempt to block it
Even if you missed the opening
reception, It's not too late to admire
what's on display at the Senior Art
Majors Exhibition. A graduation
requirement for all senior majors,
the exhibition is a culmination of
senior majors' four years of hard
work. That sprightly art and art his-
tory department secretary Rae
Frechette tells me it's "always our
most popular show." Art work
ranging from computers to photog-
raphy, print-making \0 sculptUJ;e,
and ceramics topainting wiD be on
display through May 23 in all of the
Cummings galleries. When you go.
don't be so lazy that you skip the
third floor!
In addition to the Connecticut
College Jazz Ensemble concert on
Monday, May 4, there are three
senior recitals scheduled for this
month. The long-delayed voice re-
cital of Kevin Dodge will takeplace
May 4 at 7 p.m. inHarkness Chapel,
featuring Schubert's Die Schone
Mullerin. Kieran Mulvaney has a
composition recital Tuesday, May
Brown Cannon stands next to some of his pieces, displayed at the Senior Art Majors Exhibition.
The Repertory Dance concert
contains a variety of styles
Nofsinger, flowed with stream im-
agery and watery movements.
Leichter's first entitled "Tight-
rope;' was verile in appearance,
encorporating fluid body move-
ments. "Hurl:' his second piece.
was colorfully chaotic, linked to
the rain forest in conception.
"Witches Unite." choreographed
by Brown, was a cynical piece'
aimed at politics.
Byrne's work:, "Eucharist," was
impressive. Itdealt with the sexual
coming of age and fertility of three
girls. The finale of the piece was a
suggestion of menstrual bleeding.
The setting of school girl uniforms
and a picnic table, complete with a
nearby kiddie pool was integrated.
Considering this was Byrne's cho-
reographic debut at the college, she
did a brilliant job.
Coming up on May 6, 7, and 8,
the Dance Club will bepresenting a
concert aptly titled Kaleidoscope.
The eleven piece concert offers a
wide variety of student choreo-
graphed works. ranging from clas-
sical ballet to modern techno-in-
dustrial. Nofsinger has also in-
cluded the Charleston as one of the
eleven pieces. The concert will of-
fer a cornucopia of dance samples
and promises to be exciting.
by HIllary Adams
The College Voice
This past week the campus was
treated to the Connecticut College
Repertory Dancers concert on
April 23, 24. and 25 in Palmer
Auditorium. The performance was
sponsored by the Connecticul Col-
lege dance department and in-
cluded pieces choreographed by
sophomore Nick Leichter, junior
Clare Byrne, Ronald Brown, guest
artist, and Kim Nofsinger, visiting
assistant professor of dance.
The first piece, called "Scorpion
Stream," choreographed by
The Smithereens explode onto the
pop music scene with Blow Up
track "If You Want the Sun to
Shine," co-written by DiNizio and
Julian Lennon, was descrihed by
DiNizio as "I Am the Walrus"
meeting up with "Kashmir." This
song, which took the pair three
hours to write, is DiNizio's first run
around the co-writer circuit.
The album as a whole is good.
having enough variety to keep the
audience on its toes while still re-
taining the Smithereens' character-
istic sound. The simple mix of
guitar, bass and drums, is a style
best descrihed by DiNirio, "Very
simply, we're a rock n' roll band.
We're just four individuals who
have a lot of empathy together in
terms of what music we really love
to listen to."
The cover design was created by
Saul Bass. a well known designer of
movie posters such as those for
Psycho andWest Side Story. Blow
Up was Bass's first crack at album
covers. The title itself, according to
Mike Mesaros, has a double mean-
ing. "'Blow up' as in a photo en-
largement and'blow up' as in ex-
~ .. ."
because what I always try to do is
contrast lyrics that are on the edge
emotionally with music that was
Those of you who were watching uplifting."
MTVinlate 1991 probably. saw the Blow Up follows the
Smithereens' single "Top of the Smithereens' original formula of
Pops" and realized it signaled the three-chord electric guitar rock but
release of a new album. The takes it in a variety of directions.
Smithereens' newest conjucture, This variety is furthered by the
~~~~~~=====~===~number of tatlented
musicians who wrote or
performed on Blow Up
with the four band
members.
Carlene Carter sings
harmonies on "Get a
Hold of My Heart"
while the saxaphonic
strains of Los Lobos'
Steve Berlin can be
heard on "Indigo
Blues." In the very
same song we findMax Babjak, son
of Smithereen Jim Babjalt, making
his vocal debut at the ripe old age of
two and one half. After seeing the
Cowsills open for Redd Kross and
The Screaming Trees the band en-
l,dpn them to sing on "Now and
by Carll Schultz
Arts and Entertainment Editor
'We'rejustfour individuals
who have a lot of empathy in
terms of what music we really
love to listen to.'
_ Pat DiNizio from
the Smithereens
Blow Up, is on the shelves and,
judging by Rolling Stone's three
star review, is humming along just
fine, thank you.
Blow Up has been Iabled the
Smithereens happiest album yet, to




Individuals perform well at
NESCAC championships
DesJardins also provided an a knee injury, and Peter Jennings,
exciting finish for me men, placing who was ill all week. Davenport
third in Ihe 5,000 meters wimatime was expected to score well in the
of 15:32.52, a personal best, jwnpingevents, especially the high
Wuykesaid, "Mat has been running jump, and Jennings was notable to
unbelievably. Every race he's run perform up 10 par in the
has been a personal best. He's been steeplechase event Wuyke said, "\ ..•~.:..
great" didn't want [Jenningslto run, bUI Ii
Sophomore Dave Barron, the he did well."iil:
school's record holder in the Next week, some individuals Is:
hammerandshotput,placedweIlin wiIl head 10 the New England
those two events. His hammer toss Division III championships. In
of 149-7 was good for third, while addition to Correa, DesJardins,
his 44-13/4 placed him fifth in the Davenport, and Barron, Wuyke
shot put expectsJeffWiIliams to compete in
Captain Knute Gregg said, "I the 10,000 meters, and plans to
mink we did weIl. I'm happy with bring the 4 x 400 meter relay team ..
our performance.' M '
Gregg noted thai a 101of team en s Lacrosse
members set personal records, Continuedfromp.16
including Craig Morrison in the goal with JUSI 9 seconds 10 play
1,500 meters, Chris Carney in the before the intermission to bring the
800 meters, and Jay DonFransisco Camels within one a12-I.
in the 200 meters. The 4 x 100 relay The third quarter saw the Camels
learn cui a good chunk of time off surge off of the momentum of
the squad's previous best, with a Crosby's goal as they scored three
time of 46.00, and the 4 x 400 relay unanswered goals to build a 4-2
team cut three seconds off its own lead-s-two of them from the stick of
best time. senior middie John Bermingham
Gregg noted thai a learn meetlike and the other from Shea. However,
theNESCACS,Conn'ssmallsquad Colby would then come up with
is not nearly big enough 10 Iwo of their own late in the third to
compete. "A 101of people did well, catch the Camels at four as they
and thai'S what we 1001<for. We headed for the final quarter of play.
showed that we have some That set the stage {or Jessop who
t>O\Cn\ia\\0 run well in cese bl.gge'£ puUed oU his ninth bour beroics
meets .."Gregg said. afrer 13minutes of scoreless play in'
Wuyke said the learn was hun by that fourth quarter. sending the
the loss of SamDavenport, oul with Camels in to the playoffs ... again ..
r----~-------~
b1JOB n.aI,""
Editor Ie Cldel' u officio
Impressive individual
performances and personal best
times bya number of young runners
marked a strong showing by the
men's track team at the NESCAC
championships on Saturday.
Gustavo Correa, Dave Barron,
and Mat DesJardins all placed for
the men, ringing up a total of 28
points, good for ninth place.
WiJliams ran away with me team
title, accumulating 151 points to
easily outdistance second place
Tufts, who totaled 77 points.
Correa broke two school records
enroute to a third place finish in the
400 meters with a time of 49.1
(breaking me old record of 49.3, set
by Hal Pratt in 1988) and a second
place finish in the 400 hurdles. His
time of 56.18 broke his own school
record, set just two weeks ago.
Coach William Wuyke said,
"[Correal could have won," but
started too slowly. Correa was in
fourth place on the last stretch, but
a strong late charge was not enough
to overcome the eventual winner.
Correa also became the first
Conn runner ever to qualify [or the
New Eny,\an<l Cham\lionshi\ls,
'Wnere com'Qe\\\ors hom an
d\.'l\.'S.\cmos. coswee ge , Conea is
participating in bolhlhc4()()rnclers
and the 400 hurdles. Wuykc said
"It '5 a big. big step. •• •












For all your self storage needs
• ACCESS 7 DAYS A WEEK. LOCK YOUR OWN STORAGE UNIT
• 7 SIZES FROM 5' X 5' TO A 10' X 30'
• DISCOUNT RAT~S • NO SECURITY DEPOSIT
SELF STORAGE
We are now accepting orders
for advertisements to graduating
seniors and good luck notices.
SPECIAL RATES:
2.5 columns X 4 inches $25




Call Esther at x3138 before May 18, 1992 to
reserve paid advertisement space
YOU STORE IT. YOU LOCK IT.





9 KING ARTHl.IR DRIVE EAST LYME. CT 06333
EASY ACCESS OFF 1-95 AT EXIT 74 AT TOP OF HilL
BETWEEN HOWARD JOHNSON AND MOTEL 6
»SPORTS
Women's lacrosse knocked out of
ECAC playoffs by Bates in OT
Tyson finishes career as Conn's second all-time scorer
byJulie Gruo(
Assoda'e Sports EdItor
The women's lacrosse team
ended its season last Wednesday
with a loss at Bates, as the Bobcats
came from behind to squeak by
Conn and win the quarterfinals of
the ECAC tournament 11-9 in
overtime.
For the Camels, who were the
sixth seed in the tournament, this
was their first time playing Bates
this season. The two teams were
scheduled to play each other in the
regular season but the game was
snowed out and could not be
rescheduled.
According to co-captain Kristen
Supko this might have been a
disadvantage for Conn. "It's hard
to say what might have happened,
but I think maybe if we had played
them earlier in the season we might






This week's intramural update
features men's B-league basketball
playoff results, coed soccer playoff
match ups, and coed softball
outcomes.
In B-Ieague playoff games,
Raining defeated Moondenhoops
43--36 behind 18 points by Dan
Kessler and 12 from Jon McBride.
Elsewhere, Faculty Red used a
balanced scoring attack to outduel
a brick-laying Blood, Sweat and
Bras team 34-29. Finally, Smackey
Brown outlasted Bricks 38-35 to
advance in the playoffs. Dan Dwyer
andStephanie Zarum each notched
14 points to lead their respective
squads. The "Final Four" matchups
are as follows: Monday, May 4,7
p.m., Faculty Red (7-2) vs. Raining
(8-1) and at 8 p.m. Faculty Blue
(8-1) vs. Smackey Brown (9"'{).
The final standings for coed
SOCCerfind the following fourteamS
poised for Sunday's playoff action:
Thompson's Sporting GoodsS...{)-
I, Cannibals4--0-2, Break Like the
Wind 5-1--{}, and Power Boot Plus
3-1-2. The championship will be
played this Wednesday at9 p.m.
Only three teams remain
undefeated in the coed softball
ranks. The Salty Dogs (3...{), led
by the one- two punch of Rand
Pecknold and Mike Vedder, are yet
to be tested. Chia Plant (3"'{) were
Winners over Smell the Glove 8-5,
and Vegas Express (3--{}) also has
yet to be derailed.
and momentum."
The Camels, who were the sixth
and last seed in the tournament,
dominated the game in the first half
by controlling the tempo and
slowing down third seeded Bates'
speedy attack, according to Supko.
"We opened up the game playing
amazing lacrosse. Our attack was
vCty patient and our defense played
excellent," Supko said.
At the half, the score reflected
Conn's dominance as the Camels
led 4-1. However, in the second
half, Bates' attack was ignited as
they scored two quick goals and got
the crowd and the momentum
behind them as they went on to score
six more goals in the game.
Despite Conn's attack scoring
five goals in the half, the team lost
control of the game. According to
Supko, throughout the half, Conn's
offense had trouble winning the
draw and keeping possession of the
ball while the Camels' defense was
pestered by the speed and quickness
of the Bobcats' attack.
"They had a very fast attack and
their shots were always right in the
corner [of the goal]," Supko said.
At the end of regulation time, the
score was tied 9-9 which sent the
game into two overtime periods.
Bates was able to score fast break
goals in each of the overtime
periods to go ahead and win the
game 11-9 and advance to the
semifinals against Middlebury,
while Conn ended its season witha
6-3 record
Senior AbbeyTyson,theteam's
leading scorer, was virtually shut
down in the game, scoring only one
goal. However, Tyson ended the
season as Conn's second all time
leader in career points and career
goals, scoring 178 and J37
respectively, and was third in
career assists with 41. Senior Esty
Wood, juniors Robyn Wallace and
Sarah Ball and sophomore Kate .~
Milliken also contributed two ':;
goals each in Conn's loss. _
According to Supko, while the d
loss was a big disappointment, ~
everyone on the team was still vCty j
pleased with the way they played. ':;
"It hurts to lose a game like this Ii:
when you've played your heart .~T~h~e1c~a~m~els~los;h'tl~o;'iBiia;;;te~s~ln~tw~o;';pe~r~lods~o~f:';o:ov~er:.Uc.:m::e'--O::le-=-ad..lc-ng,...."to~t~he~lc-r--
out, butat the same time its hard to eIlmloaUon from ECACs. '
get too upset because everyone
played amazingly well, and you
have to give credit to Bates for the
way they came back."
Conn earned its sixth win of the
season as they easily defeated
Wesleyan 12--{; last Tuesday. It
was the Camels last home game of
the year.
Men's tennis beats Trinity 7-2
The men's tennis squad played a post-post season match against
Trinity last Tuesday following the Camels drubbing in this year's
NESCACs. Conn defeated the Bantams 7-2.
Seniors Steve Reilly and Kevin Socci went out on a winning note
as both were victorious in singles play. Senior John Krawczyk was
not as lucky as he dropped his singles match and his doubles match
with partner Socci. Brewster Brown did not play because of injury.
Scott hits the first home run in
Conn baseball history
The Conn College Baseball team' srecord now stands at2--8-1 after
the Camels dropped a double header on the 23rd to South Central
Community College and a game to Eastern Connecticut State
University 8-4 before beating Johnson and Wales last Thursday 9-5.
Conn played all three games at Washington Park in Groton.
Conn dropped the first game of their double header with SCCC 7-
6 with the winning run scored on a passed ball. Pitcher Kevin Head
got the loss, his second of the year.
Conn dropped the second game 14-9 but reached a milestone in the
process. Randy Scott hit a two-run horner, the first ever in the history
of Conn baseball.
Scott repeated the feat, hitting another one five days later in the
Camels 8-4 loss to ECSU.
Conn earned their second win of the year against Johnson and
Wales last Thursday. Winning pitcher Kevin Head recorded eight
strikeouts and upped his record to 1-2.
Sailors third at Staake Trophy
and Freshmen Invitational
The sailing team finished up a busy weekend two weekends ago
competing in five different events.
At the New England Dinghies, which were held at Coast Guard,
Conn fmished seventh. At the Staake Trophy held at MIT, and at the
Freshman Invitational held at BU, the Camels finished third.
Conn also hosted a race that weekend, the Nelson Trophy, at which
they placed fifth. Sailing the A boat was Ann Renzy with crew Tara
Callahan. Sailing the B boat was Emine Unsal with crew Nara
Kaposts. Conn completed their weekend with a fifth place showing
in the Marchiando Trophy held in Radcliffe, Massachusetts.
Schmoozing with Dab and Pops:
Knicks- Pistons series
is Pops's kind of hoops
words of. advice \0 "jOU are: never
bet on a shortpriced favorite in the
Derby-too much can happen and
he's probably not worlh the price.
We 'Ilseeyou next May forlhe next
Derby report when 1993's crop of
three year aIds goes to the post on
that first Saturday for the 119th
running of the Kentucky Derby. In
the meantime, enjoy the other two







This year's Kentucky Derby was as Miscellaneous
strange as ever as longshot Lil E.
Tee pulled away from the field in It seems that the car wreck
the final eigth of a mile to win the accompanied by the "Don't drink
I 18th Run for the Roses with Hall and drive" sign placed by the school
of Fame jockey Pat Day aboard. entrance really got the message
The French superstar and across as all students had a safe
overwhelming favorite Arazi was Floralia on the roads this weekend.
not super on this day as he ran a Next year SAC and the
distant eigth. The horse administration will attempt to
Schmoozing picked, A.P. Indy, further the idea by placing an
never made it to the starting gates. expired Bob Thomas by the front
A big disappointment, he was entrance of the school
scratched with a bruised hoof the accompanied by a sign simply
morning before the race. Judging reading "Don't drink" ... With the
from the way the race was run, we Wings and the Rangers advancing
have to have liked A.P. Indy's in the NHL playoffs last week, a
chances as they trudged the fmal dream final is still a possibility.
quarter of a mile in a snail-like 26 But, we're not just speaking of the
seconds and change on the way to a possibility of an offensive clinic
slow Derby of 2 minutes and 4 being put on by Yzerman, Federov,
seconds. However, all that this and Messier. We're also speaking
year's Derby tells us is toexpeetthe ofan all-out seven game melee and
unexpected: for if there was ever a parade to the penalty box featuring
race that you could expect the Kocur, Probert, and Dami ... The
horses not to run to form, this is the Knicks-Pistons series that
one. The size of the field (18 horses concluded Sunday afternoon has
-a virtual stampede), the size of aImostmadePopsintoanNBAfan.
the crowd at Churchill Downs The series has been an all-out
(around 150,000 people), and the defensive war featuring the NBA's
distance (a mile and a quarter-s- # I and #2 ranked defenses.
which is new ground for all these Although Pops stillisn'tsold on the
three year aids) all make for an NBA, be feels that this series is the
unpredictable outcome. Our last best the league has to offer.
-
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Women's rowing team looks
forward to Dad Vails
boat at the beginning of the season.
Because of an injured abdominal
muscle, she was unable to continue
rowing. Clark decided to help out
the team as coxswain of the novice
four. Though she had no coxswain
experience before, Clark provided
much needed Ieaderstap on the team.
"She never gives up_ She has a
Jove for the sport that she shares
with others." says Grady of Clark.
Next year the team will be losing
nine seniors.
"We will be losing some of the
maturity on the team. hill we have a
lot of fresh talent on the way," said
Wolter.
The Dad Vails will begin on
Thursday of this week and run all
the way through to Sunday.
line Conn crossed third out of nine
by Josh Levine teams and finished with a time of
The College Voice 8.01.02. One factor that hurt Conn
While most Conn students woke was a strong headwind blowing at
up early on Saturday to begin their the backs of the rowers. In a
Floralia activities, the Women's headwind situation, a team with
Crewieam had other ear\y momi.og more brute strength will win.
business. '1'hc:ywere rowing in \he "OurteamisconsiderablysmaUer
N EngJands er Lake t.hnnthe osbor tcams we face," said
Qu~:SiKalT1ond in Worcester. Wolter. "We c1!dn" have one ~
M"assachusells. stroke. we were Just overpowered.
The varsity race was set up in Conn 'sfreshmen finished fifth in
threebests. Thelopewoteamsfrom their race with a time of 8.14.13.
each heal raced in the grand final. UMasswon withatimeof7.55.oo.
In their heat the 8-3 varsity boat Wolter hall tried a different ri~
from Conn finished third losing to with the freshman. He used a port
Wellesly and Tufts. Though they tandem rig which placed seats six
didn't qualify for the grand final, and seven as port rowers. This
they were able to race in the petite enabled Wolter to switch the stroke
final. In the petite finals, Conn position.
rowed to a second place finish with The other division the team raced
a time of 7.50.33. losing only to was in the novice four. Sincetheir's
Trinity. This finish placed them 8th was no novice division, the team
out of 14 teams. was forced to race in the varsity
Coach Claus Wolter felt that the four division. They finished last in
team raced very well. In the petite, their heal, but were not expected to
they had their best performance this place. Coach Wolter was pleased
season. Wolter had been switching with the effort of the novice boat
the team around to find the best despite their finish.
combination. This was only their Coming up next weekend are the
second race together. CaplainKelly Dad Vails held in Philidelphia on
Grady said in the first heat they the Schuykyll River. The team will
weren't really rowing together. again be racing four divisions. Out
Then in the finals "things JUSI of all the divisions, the JV has the
clicked for us." UMass succeeded best shot of finishing in the top
in winning the grand final. three.
Going into the New Englands "The Dad Vails are a great race
Conn'sJY team had an undefeated because it is a total rowing
season with an ll--{) record. The atmosphere. The team is together
team went into the final heat ranked for three days which is a great way
number one. As the race started, to end the season," said Grady.
Conn got off the line first and was Though crew is essentially a team
going fast, The team led all the way sport, there is one member of the
lathe 1200 meter mark. On the last team that deserves special
stretch, Conn was over taken by recognition. Senior Betsy Clark




Wednesday. That Camel team in
early April was timid, lethargic,
and unsure of itself; today, the
Camels are brash, determined, and
on a roll. After dropping their first
five decisions (including the loss to
Trinity) in March and April, the
new Camels have won six of their
last seven with five of those wins
coming against NESCAC
opponents and the only loss coming
in overtime against Div. I
University of Hartford. Jessop's
goal was just the exclamation point
on a long regular season that saw
the resilient Camels battle uphill all
year and battle themselves right
back into the playoffs.
The game on Saturday against
Colby was a rescheduled game, the
original being snowed out inMaine
in early April. The Camels met the
White Mules halfway in Medford,
Massachusetts at the home of the
TuftsJumbos. The entire game was
a tight, defensive battle that saw no
team gain more than a 2 goal
cushion.
"It was just the case of two really
sound defenses being particularly
sharp out there," said junior
auaekman Malt Shea.
As the first half wound down, the/
Camels were being shut out and
trailed Colby, 2--{). That is when
junior defenseman Pat Sartor
sparked a big play (of the son he has
~11~.al;:nnInnu) when helofted the
ball downfiel,j' in the direction of
Shea who scooped it up and found
an open Scott Crosby. The senior
auackman wasted no time when he
received it and drilled a big
See Men's Lacrosse p. 14
by David Pllpadop<MlloO
TIle CoIIoge Voke
..Patience is a virtue, ... goes the
old saying. Well, if in any team's
season serves as testimony to that
proverb it would have t? be the
enduring season that men s lax has
worked through. In a season where
patience and hard work were the
rule, they found those qualities .the
order of the day on Saturday against
Colby as they battled away with the
White Mules in a low scoring,
defensive game to a grueling 4-4
score late into the 4th quarter. That
is when with just over two minutes
to go,juniorat!ackmanJohnJessop
stepped up and rifled the game
winner from about 10 feet out.
Jessop's goal not only downed
Colby in dramatic fashion but It
also sprung the Camels back into
post-season play for the third
consecutive season.
The win for the Camels evens
their regular season mark at 6-6
with a meaningless game
remaining against Williams on
Monday on Harkness Green. The
Williams game is meanmgless
because on Monday morning the
Camels will find out their playoff
fate, Most indications reveal that
the road they will travel will lead
them back to Hartford on
Wednesday where the Trinity
Rantame await
The Bantams were I1-7 victors
over the Camels back in early April
in Hartford. However, that was a
different Camel team than the one
that will take the field on
Women's track places seventh
by Jon Flnnlmore
Editor In Chief ex ofJkio
Though finishing lowerer than
they had hoped, the women's track
team had a successful meet at the
NESCAC championships.
The women placed seventh out of
eleven squads. Bowdoin squeaked
byWilliams for the team title, 145.5
to 144, followed by Trinity (95.5).
A scramble for fourth place was
won by Colby, who edged by
Amherst and Bates 48.5-48-45,
respectively. Conn tallied 36.5
points, finishing ahead of Trinity
(28), Middlebury (22), Wesleyan
(17), and Hamilton (8).
Coach Ned Bishop said he had
anticipated the fight for fourth
place, and had hoped Conn would
come out on top. "I was hoping
we'd finish higher than seventh, but
itwasaclosemeet. We were right in
the thick of things with the teams I
had thought," Bishop said.
He added that although, "It's
funny when you walk away from
the meet with mixed feelings," he
was really pleased with the effort
and performances of the team.
He praised sophomore Eillen
Parrish and freshman Anouk
DeRuiter for their particularly
impressive finishes. ''They were
the two who really stood out in
more that one event," Bishop said.
Parrish placed third in the 100
hurdles with a time of 15.77, fifth in
the 200 meters with a 26.86, and
was part of the 4 x 100 relay tearn
that placed fourth with a season's
Athlete of the Week
hest time of 5I.I I. Other relay
members included Courtney
Skulley , Susie Hamlin, and
Jennifer Gleason.
The schonl record in the high
jump was broken by DeRuiter, with
a height of 5-1. She also placed
ftfth in the 100 hurdles with a 16.32
and fifth in the long jump, with a
leap of 16-1 1/2.
Other placers included Jenn
Beno, second in the discus and sixth
in the hammer (l08-I1), Becky
Hiscott, who placed third, breaking
the school's record in the shot put
with a heave of 34 feet, and Katie
McGee, a sixth place finish in the
10,000 meters with a time of
43:15.19.
Next weekend the teams head to
the New England championships.
This week's award goes out to a man who, despite being the driving force in Conn athletics since 1974, has never been given the"
-s honor, Congratulations to Athletic Director CHARLES LUCE, as he is the Athlete of the Week for his unmatched dedication
[; -,- during 17 years as Conn's only Athletic Director. LUCE will be truly missed by all students and faculty who have had the
.:'\... pleasure of working with him .
.~
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